
Date Issue Description Length
07/01/21 Marijuana Legalization New state law allowing recreational posession and use of marijuana goes into effect 3:33
07/02/21 Criminal Justice Data from Va. State Police shows Black residents are disproportionately represented in traffic stops 1:21
07/05/21 Workforce New Va. Overtime Wage Act creates new requirements for paying overtime 1:20
07/06/21 Assisted Suicide Diane Rehm on documentary about the death of her husband and physician-assisted suicide 3:29
07/07/21 K-12 Education How declining birthrates and kindergarten enrollment impact Virginia school divisions 1:27
07/08/21 Appalachia Book chronicles the rise and fall of coal in the Appalachian economy 3:36
07/09/21 Workforce Virginia Commonwealth University finds Black families are twice as likely to be impacted by pandemic-related job loss 1:21
07/12/21 Population Demographics Book examines the political, economic and social divide between urban and rural Virginia 1:24
07/13/21 Small Business State grant program for small businesses hopes to reorient them coming out of the pandemic 1:17
07/14/21 Wildfire Management Va. Dept. of Forestry and Nature Conservancy using drones and "dragon eggs" to conduct controlled burns 3:27
07/15/21 Health Care State behavioral health facilities struggle with capacity and staffing shortages during the pandemic 1:19
07/16/21 Health Care University of Virginia hospitals experiment with ways to reduce employee stress and reduce burnout 3:25
07/20/21 Health Virgnia Tech research to train the brain to hear better in noisy conditions 3:33
07/21/21 Marijuana Legalization Virginia beings to staff regulatory boards for marijuana legalizations 1:11
07/23/21 Appalachia Leaders in Appalachian region of Southwest Virginia believe the area is on the verge of a renaissance 3:25
07/26/21 Affordable Housing Advocates call for stimulus money to be spent on affordable housing projects in Virginia 1:26
07/27/21 Evictions Virginia is among the top states for distributing eviction protection funds 1:16
07/28/21 Redistricting Concern about split jurisdictions in the redistricting process 1:31
07/29/21 Sustainability How the University of Virginia is working ot comply with a state mandate to eliminate single use plastics 1:10
08/02/21 Health UVA Dept. of Medicine chair on risks of over hydration 1:06
08/03/21 Marijuana Legalization Garden stores see big increase in demand for marijuana growing advice and equipment 3:25
08/04/21 COVID-19 Vaccine City of Richmond becomes first municipality in Virginia to require employees be vaccinated 1:09

08/05/21, 08/06/21 Atlanic Coast Pipeline The Atlantic Coast Pipeline project has been canceled, but easements remain in place (2 parts) 3:18, 3:38
08/09/21 Sea Level Rise Virginia is collecting and cataloging accounts of sea level rise as part of coastal resilience master plan 1:21
08/10/21 Legal General Assembly adds judges to Virginia Court of Appeals 1:21
08/12/21 Population Demographics Census data shows how Virginia's population has increased 1:01
08/13/21 Population Demographics How Virginia's racial and ethnic makeup has changed over the past decade 0:51
08/16/21 Invasive Species Concern grows as spotted lanternfly is sighted in new areas of western Virginia 1:00
08/18/21 Land Use As demand for solar energy grows, so do conflicts with local governments over zoning restrictions 1:21
08/19/21 Criminal Justice UVA Innocence Project to collect and digest data to create informed reform resources 3:17
08/20/21 Wildlife Wildlife Center of Virginia releases rehabbed eagle, raises concern about lead poisoning from ammunition 3:25
08/23/21 Refugees Refugee resettlement agencies say lack of available housing is creating a challenge for influc of Afghan refugees 1:12
08/24/21 Housing Data shows 20% increase in housing permits in Virginia compared to summer before the pandemic 1:21
08/25/21 Broadband Access Advocates say more money should be devoted to helping lower income people afford broadband in existing service areas 1:40
08/26/21 Redistricting How the Redistricting Commission will attempt to define a "community of interest" 3:18
08/30/21 Wildlife Wildlife advocates say domestic cats need regulation due to their impact on birds and other wildlife 1:04

08/31, 09/01, 09/02 Sustainability The decline of recycling and the possibility of advanced or chemical recycling (3 parts) 3:22, 3:33, 3:23
09/03/21 Redistricting How a state law banning "prison gerrymandering" will impact rural areas 1:31
09/03/21 Policing Civil Discussion Program: Law Enforcement Use of Force 54:00
09/07/21 Criminal Justice Virginia Dept. of Corrections warn staffing shortages are impacting safety of incercerated people 3:28
09/08/21 Sustainability More Virginia localities are moving forward with taxes on plastic bages 1:03
09/09/21 Elections Advocates warn that voter roll purges are taking place and urge voters to check their registration status 1:32
09/10/21 Food Insecurity National leader of Feeding America on increase demand for food assistance during the pandemic 1:22
09/13/21 Criminal Justice Panel presents recommendations for Richmond Police Citizen Review Board 3:30



09/15/21 Higher Education Virginia Tech breaks ground on Innovation Campus in Northern Virginia 1:19
09/16/21 Child Development Researcher and author on the effect of sleep problems on children 3:28
09/17/21 Workforce Virginia Tech holding data analysis boot camp to build workforce in the high-income field 1:04
09/20/21 Conservation Conservation group poll results show Virginians favor more state funding for conservation efforts 1:12
09/21/21 Elections Virginia will allow same-day registration and voting in 2022 1:10
09/22/21 Native Americans New effort will increase exploration of Werowocomoco site 3:48
09/23/21 Refugees Afghan refugees who arrived in the US previously are now helping resettle the latest influx of refugees 3:29
09/24/21 Redistricting Judge throws out challenge to Virginia law banning prison gerrymandering 1:32
09/24/21 Policing Civil Discussion Program: Law Enforcement Use of Force 59:00
09/27/21 Passenger Rail New service between Richmond and Washington DC is the first of several planned expansions in Virginia 1:17
09/28/21 COVID-19 Treatments UVA researchers use data to identify potential new treatments for COVID-19 using existing medications 1:18
09/29/21 Redistricting The role of incumbent protection in Virginia's Ridistricting Commission 1:04
09/30/21 Native Americans Virginia's native tribes hold their first sovreignty conference with goal of drafting new agreements with the state 1:26


